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Abstract 
This article considers philosophical underpinnings of environmental ethics as the ethics of human responsibility for being of life, 
life of man and life of nature. This interpretation of environmental ethics is expressed in the theory of responsibility by Hans 
Jonas. Drawing on the total axiologization of being, Jonas substantiates a new way of a man’s being as “nature’s trusted person”. 
This paper features a reflexive analysis of the theory of responsibility by Hans Jonas. The presupposition of this theory is that the 
humanity can perish, but death can be avoided. Fear is exactly what can help preventing destruction of the humanity. In contrast 
to Hans Jonas the authors of this article assume that the “heuristics of fear” is not enough to turn the pre-apocalypse tide. As the 
authors argue, it is crucial to instill modern industrial civilization with a new (noospheric, environmental-ethical) development 
vector. The practical significance of Hans Jonas’ theory of responsibility is illustrated by the examples of environmental ethics 
and sustainable development concept. 
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1. Introduction 
Human consciousness does not merely reflect, but also creates the world.  
V.I. Lenin 
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The authors link the topicality of the ethical theory of responsibility with a necessity of philosophical criticism 
and neoliberal and technocratic utopias considerably influential in the public consciousness of modern civilization. 
Against the background of apocalyptic forecasts prophesying doom of the humanity and natural environment around 
Hans Jonas’ categorical imperative “Humanity must be!” In the present context technical power of the humanity 
becomes more and more a force of destruction and annihilation of life. A techno-man turns out to be dangerous not 
only for living nature, but for himself too. However, for the sustainment of his future man has to take responsibility 
for being of life and preservation of nature. The ontological roots of this responsibility go deep: man’s fortune and 
nature’s fortune are interconnected. 
2. Man is nature’s trusted person 
From the times immemorial a thesis about unity of man’s microcosm and universe’s macrocosm is generally 
accepted. According to this thesis human activity has to conform to cosmic order of being. Despite the increased 
technological might, human strength is still negligible compared to cosmic powers (and forces of nature). Man 
(humanity) cannot change the cosmic order of being. The universe existed before man and it will continue to be long 
after man is no more. The universe has been stably developing for billions of years. It does not know disasters. 
There is an opinion that a man-made environmental disaster is not dangerous to universe as a whole, but only to the 
biosphere connected with the humans (Apel, 1988, p. 22). 
The tragic dialectics of man’s being is in the fact that it is exactly the power of man that can become the cause of 
his death and destruction of the Earth’s biosphere. Will this man-made catastrophe impact the condition of the 
biosphere? We do not know this. From the humanistic viewpoint a more meaningful question is, “Why it is 
necessary to keep the responsibility of man for being and what is his mission?” 
To answer this question we decided to turn to the theory of responsibility founded by German philosopher Hans 
Jonas. He was one of the first in modern philosophy to formulate the concept of interconnectedness of the fortunes 
of nature and man. He argued that is was not a utopian purpose and, at the same time, a rather challenging task of 
responsibility for a future man on the Earth to preserve the integrity of human essence that also presupposed the 
integrity of environment and carry this value entrusted to him unmarred through all dangers that time exposed him 
to, which mostly were dangers from his own exceedingly magnificent deeds (Jonas, 2004, p. 228). 
Responsibility in its most primordial sense stems from the “creativity of being” (H. Jonas). The archetype of all 
responsibility is parental responsibility to their child. Here, being of one, simply existing, is immanently and 
obviously containing oughtness for another. Already a single breath of a child implies an appeal to another person 
“you must care about me”. Right to life and fragility of being are combined in a child. 
Anything that cannot be affected in any way cannot be an object of responsibility. It is possible to be responsible 
only for something endangered by death, someone or something we are capable of supporting or saving. This also 
entails our domination over the object of responsibility. In other words, responsibility is a correlate of power.  
In the epoch of scientific-and-technological advance the power of man more and more turns into the force of 
destruction and self-annihilation. In that novel perspective the new ethics arrived. Henceforth affirmation of being of 
life, primarily, being of man becomes the primary responsibility of the new (environmental) ethics, since there is an 
ontological possibility that the existentially saved being will turn out not to be human already (Jonas, 2004, p. 132).  
Jonas rightly emphasizes the fact that we live in the pre-apocalypse situation, i.e. on the threshold of a global 
catastrophe, which will come upon us should we present our present state of affairs to its free flow (Jonas, 2004, p. 
133). Power, i.e. causal potency, is an immanent property of life as such. Animal power is not free as it is subject to 
certain integrity. Only in man the power is emancipated from the whole and may pose threat both to him and itself.  
Frailty, unreliability and vulnerability are inherent in man. In this, man is no different from other living beings, 
except the fact that he alone can bear responsibility for them and for the preservation of their “goal in and of 
themselves”. This also means that the existence of the humanity has priority importance regardless of whether man 
deserves based on his accomplishments. Not a single species had ever harmed the environment like the humanity; 
not a single species is tainted by such a list of crimes and infamy as man. Nevertheless and despite all this it is man 
as an intelligent creature that must become the “steward of being” (M. Heidegger). In a word, the responsibility for 
being is the quintessence of the human life strategy. Responsibility may deliberately be related to what is, in fact, or 
potentially, life and, first and foremost, human life.  
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Strictly speaking, what we habitually call environmental ethics Hans Jonas transforms into human responsibility 
ethics. This inevitably entails changes in his consciousness. Here we speak about a transition from technocratic 
anthropocentrism to humanistic biocentrism. Departing from it, Jonas substantiates a new way of human existence 
as “nature’s trusted person”. Jonas proposes “two” conditions of man’s conscious activity: the first is production of 
knowledge about possible negative consequences of spontaneous development of technological civilization; the 
second is renouncing of all collective actions, which may threaten a sustainable future of the humanity and the 
Earth’s biosphere. If you do not know in what way the result of your actions will affect interests of other living 
beings, you cannot act. Jonas’ environmental ethics introduces severe restrictions on freedom of human actions in 
the benefit of preservation of life on the Earth including survival of humanity. In this sense environmental ethics is 
antagonistic to neoliberal utopianism. No promises of new consumer amenities, no future prospects of technocratic 
illusions can and should justify risking Life.  
Hans Jonas considers all nature as an object of human responsibility. It is a colossal object in whose shadow all 
other objects of human responsibility are very small values. All previous ethics was attuned to a very narrow action 
radius and rested upon a moral intuition of doing right inherent in every man. German philosopher Immanuel Kant 
even attempted to persuade the humanity that no philosophy is required to know how to be righteous. Nowadays the 
situation changed. Modern technical means turned into a “ceaseless accelerated march” of man. The humanity’s 
technological strength and expansion accelerate.  
The virgin soil of social practice which the humanity stepped on with convergent technologies (nano-bio-info-
cognitive) requires a new measure of responsibility and new ethics of civilization. A techno-man became dangerous 
not only for the environment, but to himself too. As Friedrich Engels warned, the universe avenges the humanity for 
each “victory” over the nature. Nowadays the nature tests humans and it is only in our morality that it left open a 
chance to limit ourselves, an opportunity of symbiotic alignment and restoration of life’s wholeness. It is no secret 
that the only form of life, the humans, is able to threaten all other species. Environmental ethics as evolutionary 
ethics deeply rooted in life’s essence, is the last chance of saving life on Planet Earth and regulating the “shaken 
reliability of biosphere’s self-regulation”. 
The main idea of Hans Jonas’ book “The Imperative of Responsibility: In Search of an Ethics for the 
Technological Age” reads that the finally unfettered Prometheus whom the science gave unprecedented powers and 
the economy – an unrelenting stimulus, makes a call for ethics that will restrict his powers by voluntary shackles 
(Jonas, 2004, p. 228). In his opinion, elimination of ethics from the scientific discourse was one of the causes of 
degradation of modern civilization. However, the question now arises whether the new ethics is capable of abating 
the consumer aggression of man and limiting the power of technocracy. Yes, it is capable of doing so if 
environmental ethics becomes the philosophy of global policy and value consciousness of every person and if the 
understanding of responsibility for the existence of life becomes the main guide of social practice. 
In Jonas’ opinion, “modesty of goals” is what distinguishes environmental ethics from other ethical systems. 
Environmental ethics does not order taking any actions in the name of a utopian purpose, but simply forbids them. 
For instance, it bans all actions connected with risk for life. It is hard for people to find concord in understanding of 
benefit (good). However, each person knows and feels that there is evil somewhere – something that he would like 
to avoid. First and foremost, it is a threat of self-annihilation of the humanity and death of entire life of the Earth. 
The main presupposition of Jonas’ theory of responsibility is: the humanity can perish but death can be avoided. 
Fear is exactly what can help preventing death of the humanity. Exaltation of fear to the rank of a regulative 
principle of the responsibility ethics means reassessment of the category of risk as a noble business. Fear of 
Nothingness does not only warn against reckless risk, but also enables to understand the value of the present 
(temporal) existence in the horizon of death. The present has its own value and self-containment and it should not be 
a means for the future. Concerning the future, not risky enterprises are appropriate pertaining to it, but fear and care, 
precaution and responsibility. In this appeal Jonas is definitely right. 
3. Environmental ethics as axiology of the future 
The issue about the foundations of ethics of the future is an issue about the nature of knowledge about the future. 
Since actual knowledge of the future is impossible and we will never master it as clairvoyance, the ethics of 
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responsibility for the future is predominantly based on philosophical (transcendental) teaching about principles and 
categories of being.  
The precautionary principle is a fundamental principle of human existence. It prescribes the man to be cautious in 
his actions, pay greater attention to threats than to assertion of amenities and orders to give ear to poor rather than 
benign prognoses.  
The precautionary principle is universal, but it is primarily related to technical activities of man. Jonas sees the 
reason of it in the fact that technological development is devoid of natural evolution advantages providing 
sustainability of life. In particular, when the long-term natural evolution is substituted by the short-term artificial 
evolution there is no time left for correction of technical evolution mistakes. It should be added that technology has 
its own cumulative dynamics and evades human control. If the man freely makes his first move, further steps make 
people slaves of technology.  
Modern technological alchemy poses threat to self-containment of human nature and exposes the existence of 
man in the world to unjustified risk. Therefore any super-risky enterprises should be avoided even at a price of many 
unimplemented technical projects. From here, in the face of threats and dangers environmental ethics begins as the 
original and essential constituent of human life strategy. 
Support of sustainability of life at present and provision of its security in the future is the main objective of 
environmental ethics. The environmental-ethical strategy of life prohibits the “risk it all” game in the matters 
concerning life of the humanity. Among other things this presupposes protection of the biosphere from anything 
posing threat to it. 
The ethical vector of traditional (including religious) ethics is aimed not at the world of nature, but beyond it. 
Environmental ethics reads: one should not search eternal value (benefit) somewhere beyond the world. It is 
necessary to realize the value of temporary and changeable being. However, in order to establish what we really 
value it is crucial to first define what we would like to avoid. What we do not want is non-being. Hence, as Jonas 
believed, we should address our fears prior to addressing our desires. 
Assessing possible consequences of any action one should take into account the evil it can produce rather than 
possible benefits it may entail. Fear should warn the humanity against reckless movements and point to poor 
prognoses of possible consequences of our actions. Fear enables us to cut off anything that threatens the future of 
man (humanity). This is the essence of the “heuristics of fear”. 
Fear is a powerful emotional factor and, undoubtedly, it should be used in building the future. Yet such strategy 
may not be farmed out to feelings. It should be scientifically substantiated in proportion to the magnificent deeds of 
man in space and time. However, the fact that scientific knowledge in reality cannot match the expanse of human 
activity and the forecasting knowledge lags behind technical knowledge providing power to our reality - this fact 
acquires its own ethical ponderability. It is necessary to develop the value consciousness of man resting upon 
axiologization of being.  
The environmental-ethical imperative of Jonas is of continued importance to the formation of new consciousness. 
According to Jonas, the imperative that corresponds to a new character of human activity and addressed to its new 
subject should sound approximately like, “Act in such a way that the consequences of your activity were compatible 
with the sustenance of the truly human life on the Earth”. In its negative version this assertion will sound as, “Act in 
such a way that the consequences of your activity were not destructive for a future chance of such life” or simply, 
“Do not harm the conditions of an indefinitely long survival of the humanity on the Earth”. Another positive version 
of the same assertion says, “Include the future integrity of man into your present choice as an inseparable object of 
your will” (Jonas, 2004, p. 31).  
Unlike Kant’s categorical imperative addressed to an individual expressing only a hypothetical universalization, 
the new imperative is addressed to the action of a collective whole and has universal significance on the real scale of 
their efficiency. The new imperative is aimed at the real future: the humanity must be! In other words, we are 
responsible to the very idea of man considered as an ontological idea. Therefore the core principle of ethics of the 
future is not in the ethic itself as a teaching about action, but in ontology as a teaching about being, a part of which is 
the idea of man.  
Hans Jonas interprets the notion of being as single nature containing goals immanent to it and thereby having 
inner value. Jonas sees benefit-in-itself in the ability to have purposes in principle, thus it surpasses any 
purposelessness of being. In brief, a purpose is better than purposelessness and being is better than non-being 
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(nothingness). In every purpose being asserts itself in opposition to “nothingness”. The difference of being from 
non-being is the foremost value. Denying non-being any being (including being of man) becomes a positive striving, 
constant choice of oneself. The ontology unfolded by Hans Jonas is the ontology of the temporal in which being at 
any moment is opposite to “nothingness”. The responsibility of man to being is a responsibility for the ephemera in 
its finiteness; a demand to preserve something endangered, which, without human efforts will turn to non-being. To 
be or not to be – that is the question! 
In Jonas’ theory of responsibility being has a value dimension against the background of the danger of its turning 
into non-being (nothingness). What is meant here is the responsibility for being of the humanity and fear of its non-
being. Yet, since human being is being-in-the-world, preservation of natural world is the foremost condition of the 
humanity’s existence. For the sake of self-preservation man has to become a “shepherd of being” according to the 
expression by M. Heidegger, and environmental ethics – the most important constituent of human life strategy. 
In the theory of responsibility developed by Hans Jonas the issue of the oughtness of man’s being in the ought-to-
be world transforms into the issue about a status of goals and values. Only from their objectivity can the obligation 
to preserve being and responsibility to being be deduced (Jonas, 2004, p. 61). 
Jonas starts the study of this issue with definition of the notions “purpose” and “value”. A purpose is something 
for which sake a thing exists and for the attainment of which a process takes place or an action is carried out. 
Relative value of something is determined by a measure of aptness to a certain purpose. For example, measurement 
of time is the “reason of being” for a clock because without this purpose a clock would not exist. Being of the clock 
is “being a purpose” and their value is defined by the precision of measuring time. The clock is a product of human 
technological activity. Jonas proves that the “being the purpose” is not limited by human activity, but encompasses 
wide plains of being. According to Jonas, a purpose as such represents its own initial principle of the material world. 
In any case the purpose is better than purposelessness. Jonas wrote that nature made clear at least one definite 
purpose, namely, life itself (Jonas, 2004, p. 80). Jonas undertook this expansion of the ontological whereabouts of 
purpose in order to substantiate the ontological status of value. He assumed the fact that the world had values is 
deduced directly from the existence of its purposes (Jonas, 2004, p. 83).  
To affirm value (benefit) in being means to overcome a rupture between being and oughtness. Value in its own 
very notion is something that must be. Herefrom Jonas draws a conclusion that an ethical commandment can 
proceed from the immanent claim of benefit (value) on its actuality (Jonas, 2004, p. 85). The claim of the objective 
benefit as such is exactly the thing moral behavior motivates. 
As an axiom of his concept Jonas accepts a provision that the humanity has no right to put being of the future 
generations of people at risk for the benefit of today’s generation. In his opinion, all previous ethics was orientated 
toward the present except that of Marxism. Nevertheless, in Jonas’ opinion, the power of technology over human 
fortune surpassed even the power of communism, which, like capitalism, conceived that it could master technology 
(Jonas, 2004, p. 36).  
As is known, technocracy has already put the theme of “post-man” and “post-humanity” on the 21st century 
agenda. In a word, not only nature but man himself is an object of technology. The problem is: enhancement of 
genetic and socio-technical control over human psychology and behavior may signify the destruction of the vital 
principle in man. In other words, the enhanced being of man can turn out to be not so much human as technetronic. 
A new form of technocracy is emergent. Its motto reads, “Save the man but destroy life”. The truth is that even life 
sciences become “death sciences” (Bobylov, 2012). 
The future of man as a technetronic object contradicts the ontology of man as a living being. The living always 
“exists” at the cost of the living. There is no man beyond the biosphere. The demand to preserve the humanity 
coincides with the demand to save life on the Earth. No idea of “cybernetic immortality” can be compared with this 
demand that has a deep ontological substantiation. 
According to Jonas’ opinion, the primary virtue of environmental ethics is its anti-technocratic orientation. First 
of all, it is the limitation of the power of technology for the sake of preserving life. Highly assessing the anti-
technocratic spirit of environmental ethics developed by Hans Jonas, we simultaneously cannot agree with his 
interpretation of technology as an anti-environmental phenomenon. We assume that for healing wounds inflicted by 
man to nature a new technological revolution is required. Technology is human destiny. Environmental ethics is no 
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exception. It is self-fulfilling in a form of new strategies of technological development through active 
implementation of environmental technologies in production and everyday life. 
If the bioapocalyptic potential, as Hans Jonas rightly states, is contained in the most spontaneous dynamics of 
technological civilization, it would be logical to assume that a change of course or civilizations is required. 
However, for Jonas’ discourse this conception is unacceptable. In his opinion, fear of the future as a heuristic means 
of the new ethics will suffice. In contrast to Hans Jonas we suppose that the “heuristics of fear” is not sufficient for 
the reversal of the pre-apocalypse situation. It is necessary to provide modern industrial civilization with a new 
vector of development. In V.I. Lenin’s terminology it can be defined as a conscious creativity of new forms of social 
life. A convergence of ideas of noosphere, environmental ethics and socialism can be listed among the prospects of 
man (humanity). As is known, V.I. Vernadsky repeatedly noted the consonance of noospheric ideas and scientific 
socialism developed by Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels and V.I. Lenin. For the definition of this new theory of society 
(convergent by its content) we introduce a concept of “noospheric biosocialism”. Its ethical constituent is human 
responsibility for being of life.  
4. Prospects of environmental ethics: sustainable development of the world 
Hans Jonas’ appeals to develop political responsibility of collective figures – subjects of history are extremely 
topical nowadays. And, indeed, the changed nature of human activity alters the fundamental essence of politics. 
Nowadays global politics turns into a policy of sustainable development taking into account global conditions of 
human life and the remote future of man (humanity).  
The colossal technological might of modern humanity requires a commensurable strategy of the future as wise as 
the great philosophical tradition of East and West. The eschatological range of modern technology leads to 
situations when man often faces ultimate perspectives the assessment of which requires philosophical wisdom. 
However, as it turns out, the contemporary man has no such wisdom (i.e. intuition of discretion and responsibility to 
the future). This specifically concerns people of power and money who act under a principle “as if there were no 
tomorrow”. The future has no advocates either in executive or legislative branches of power. It is no coincidence 
that the concept of sustainable development, devised as a strategy of tomorrow, was transformed into policy of 
coordination of selfish interests of merely today.  
We suppose that the concept of sustainable development, as it is interpreted by politicians and businessmen, lacks 
philosophical depth and breadth. At best it is interpreted as an ecosystemic development strategy. In reality the idea 
of sustainable development is a manifestation of the deepest philosophical truth concerning the very essence of the 
world, namely, eidos of cosmic harmony. Founders of both Eastern and Western philosophical systems stand at the 
origins of the world harmony concept (Lao Zi, Buddha, Confucius, Pythagoras, Heraclitus, Schelling, Hegel, etc.). 
According to Heraclitus, the law of harmony expresses the dynamic equilibrium of divergent opposites and this 
“struggle” of opposites carries an element of stability in itself. From the scientific and philosophical viewpoint 
(Kepler, Hegel, etc.) harmony is a universal global law expressing the integrity of the world, coherence and 
symmetry of parts of the whole. In accordance with the law of harmony there are both Universe and Man.  
German philosopher G.W. Leibnitz was first to discover the law of the increasing degree of ideality (perfection) 
stating that harmony of relations between parts of a system in the process of evolution increases. Russian chemist 
D.I. Mendeleev developed a theory of harmonious order of nature. Well-known environmentalist N.F. Reimers 
resting upon Leibnitz and Mendeleev ideas formulated three principles of conceptual ecology: principle of 
synchronization and harmonization of constituent parts of an ecosystem; principle of environmental correlation and 
principle of systemic orientation of evolution. The works of Russian scholar V.I. Vernadsky give scientific grounds 
to the idea of co-evolution, i.e. mutual adaptation and symbiosis of living organisms, interconnected evolution of 
earthly and cosmic factors. A balanced dynamics of their joint (co-evolutionary) development is materialized in the 
harmonious interaction of object and environment. According to astrophysical data our universe steadily develops in 
a rather harmonious regime. A harmonizing invariant lies in the foundation of all spiral and branched structures of 
the universe. It is called the principle of golden ratio or “golden fractality” (N.N. Yakimova). 
Is there a social theory regarding societal development in the context of cosmic order? Yes, there is! It is the 
noosphere concept, which considers natural history and social history as one unbroken chain of the creative 
evolution of the world. 
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The “Concept of Sustainable Development for the Russian Federation” reads, “The movement of the humanity 
towards sustainable development will finally lead to forming of the sphere of mind (noosphere) predicted by V.I. 
Vernadsky, when spiritual values and knowledge of the Humanity living in harmony with the environment will 
become measures of national and individual richness” (Kontseptsiya perekhoda…,1996). According to this concept, 
sustainable development should be perceived and understood as a global-historical objective and a spiritual-moral 
progress. 
The main reference points of sustainable (harmonious) development of human society in the noospheric context 
may be characterized as follows. First, it is a harmonization of social relations on the principles of humanism. 
Attainment of this goal entails solution of three interconnected problems. First of all, it is limitation of 
overconsumption by the rich and elimination of poverty (this objective is a result of the law of social justice). 
Second, it is sublimation of human needs, i.e. limitation of material consumption and stimulation of spiritual 
(scientific, artistic, etc.) creativity as a form of a man’s being in the world (this objective is a result of the law of 
sublimation of human needs). Third, it is provision of efficiency of using material and intellectual resources of the 
society, non-decreasing growth rate of productivity of social and natural systems not only at present, but also in the 
future (this objective is a result of the law of effective power increase). 
Second, it is harmonization of relationships between man and nature on the principles of environmental ethics. 
The value system of environmental ethics is based on the fact that prosperity of Life on the Earth is the supreme 
value and goal. A human deed is noble when it is aimed at preservation of integrity, beauty, diversity and stability of 
all ecosystems of the planet. It will be unnatural if everything happens the other way around. Environmental ethics 
calls to assess and perceive nature as a subject of co-evolution rather than object of conquest.  
Sustainable development is the Strategy of the Humanity. Hence, in this particular case we speak about common 
human responsibility for the future of the world. In a certain sense the essence of the sustainable development 
concept coincides with the categorical imperative of environmental ethics and this imperative may be expressed in 
just one word “Responsibility”. Preservation and salvation of life as such is the main aspect of this universal 
responsibility. Since the future of the humanity and nature are closely intertwined and human interests coincide with 
those of the entire nature we may consider the strategy of human life as responsibility to nature and the future of the 
humanity under the heading “prospects of environmental ethics”. 
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